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Rotation (Flow) Is Essential to Understanding Toroidal Fusion 
Plasma Performance
• Rotation contributes to radial force balance, 

is important for the determination of the  
radial electric field 

• ExB shear affects turbulence and 
• transport 
• Rotation can be driven but is also 

spontaneous, and plays a part in the  
plasma’s self-organization into different  
states (e.g. H-mode) 

• Plasma flow and magnetic geometry combine to form MHD phenomenon and 
the plasma’s reaction to 3D fields
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Understanding Rotation and Momentum Transport Is a Complex, 
Nonlinear Problem
• Initial turbulence generation by temperature and  

density profiles is key for momentum transport 
• Turbulence generates momentum transport  

and residual stress, combining with momentum 
sources to generate momentum profile 

• Particle and momentum profiles yield rotation 
profile 

• Rotation affects MHD and combines with 
pressure to yield ExB shear 
– Both poloidal and toroidal matter! 

• MHD and ExB shear affect turbulence, 
feeding back on rotation through  
multiple complex pathways 

• Note: Sign of rotation matters!  
Neutrals ignored!
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To Simplify, Current Focus Will Be on Burning Plasma Tokamaks

• If no limits are applied, the subject of rotation is too broad to cover well 
• Ultimate goal of any long-lived fusion 

production is a burning plasma 
• Based on dominant research direction, 

burning plasma = large tokamak = ITER 
– ITER serves in this talk as a model for a burning 

plasma, but a burning plasma does not have 
to be ITER (or a tokamak) 

• Large tokamaks have large volume,  
large moment of inertia, small relative  
neutral beam torque 
–We cannot apply an overwhelming source 

of momentum as is possible with many 
current tokamaks
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Outline

• Introduction to plasma rotation for tokamaks devices 

• Critical rotation understanding needed for burning 
plasmas 

• Recent work at DIII-D on predicting ITER rotation
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ExB Shear Directly Affects Turbulent Transport and Access to 
Certain Operating Regimes
• ExB shear reduces radial transport 

through a nonlinear process that  
results in decorrelation of turbulence

7

sity, temperature, and potential fluctuations. There are a mul-
titude of linear effects specific to various modes; however,
one general feature of linear stabilization is coupling to more
stable modes caused by the E3B velocity shear.

The same fundamental transport reduction process can
be operational in various portions of the plasma because
there are a number ways to change the radial electric field
Er . The radial force balance equation

Er5~Zieni!21“Pi2vuiBf1vfiBu , ~1!

indicates that there is a connection between Er and the cross
field heat and particle transport (“Pi), cross field angular
momentum transport (vwi), and poloidal flow (vui). Since
sheared E3B flow also affects turbulence and transport,
there are several feedback loops whereby Er and its shear
can change, allowing the plasma access to different confine-
ment regimes. For example, both vui and “Pi are important
in the H-mode edge1 while vwi appears to play the major role
in the VH mode.2–4 Both vwi ~Ref. 6! and “Pi ~Ref. 7!
appear to play a role in the core transport barriers. This mul-
tiplicity of feedback loops ultimately provides a number of
possibilities for active control of transport. Neutral beam in-
jection, for example, has been used to alter vwi ~Refs. 2–7!
while ion Bernstein wave input may have produced effects
consistent with a change in vui .24

One of the important themes in this area is the synergis-
tic effects of E3B velocity shear and magnetic shear. Al-
though the E3B velocity shear appears to have an effect on
broader classes of microturbulence, magnetic shear can miti-
gate some potentially harmful effects of E3B velocity shear
and facilitate turbulence stabilization. For example, there are
many similarities in velocity shear effects in magnetized

plasmas and neutral fluids;25 however, in neutral fluids, the
increased turbulent drive owing to the free energy provided
by the velocity shear usually overcomes the stabilizing ef-
fects of reduced radial correlation length to drive Kelvin–
Helmholtz instabilities. In a plasma with magnetic shear,
both in the ideal case26 and the resistive case,14 Kelvin–
Helmholtz modes are rendered ineffectual. As a second ex-
ample, in the case of core transport barriers, the magnetic
shear effects play a role by linearly stabilizing several modes
~e.g., sawteeth and ideal ballooning modes! while reducing
the growth rates of others,11,27,28 thus allowing the core gra-
dients to steepen. A transport bifurcation, similar to those
previously discussed,29,30 results and the core transport bar-
rier forms.27–30

Considerable experimental work has been done to test
this picture of E3B velocity shear effects on turbulence. As
will be discussed in detail in this paper, the experimental
results are consistent with the basic theoretical models. The
E3B velocity shear model has the universality needed to
explain: ~1! H-mode edge confinement improvement seen in
limiter and divertor tokamaks, stellarators, torsatrons, and
mirror machines produced with a variety of heating and
plasma biasing schemes; ~2! the confinement improvement in
the outer-half of the plasma seen in VH-mode and high in-
ternal inductance discharges31 and ~3! the formation of core
transport barriers in a number of tokamaks. In addition, there
is both qualitative and quantitative agreement between
theory and the experimental results. Finally, in the last sev-
eral years, there have been several rigorous tests of causality;
the experimental results are consistent with E3B velocity

FIG. 1. Results of a simple model of turbulence which treats density as a passive scalar, convected by the eddy velocity field. The calculation is done in a
cylindrical (r ,u) geometry. In ~a! there is no shear in the average velocity while in ~b! an average velocity with a linear gradient is imposed on the system.
The sheared average flow distorts the turbulent eddies and leads to decorrelation between the density and velocity perturbations. This decorrelation is
manifested in the sheared case in the difference in the angle that the major axes of the density and velocity ellipses make with each other and by the twisting
in the density ellipses as one moves away from the density maximum or minimum.

1500 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 5, May 1997 K. H. Burrell
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Burrell, Phys. Plasmas 4, 1499 (1997)
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• H-mode is caused by a feedback: 
more pressure gradient => more ExB  
shear => less radial transport 

• Step pressure gradient creates Er “well” that is 
key to global confinement and stabilityCourtesy D. Eldon
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Rotation Influences Interaction of Plasma State with Static 3D 
Structures
• MHD modes interact with 3D field  

structures and provide a torque that is  
rotation dependent 
– Rotation determines interaction 

between static structures and rotating 
mode in the plasma 

• Mode locking allows MHD amplitude  
to grow and can result in disruptions 
– Disruptions a potential show-stopper 

(No, I haven’t forgotten stellarators) 
• Stability for some MHD is dependent  

on rotation, e.g. RWM 
• Rotation shear can be important for 

the interaction of multiple MHD  
structures
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tion. However, the applied perturbation is also electromag-
netically shielded by currents induced in the rotating plasma.
As the rotation slows, the shielding effect is reduced, thus
further increasing the amplitude of the plasma’s resonant re-
sponse. Under some conditions, this process can lead to a
loss of the quasistationary balance between the neutral beam
torque and the drag of the resonant perturbation, resulting in
a rapid drop in rotation. That is, an instability of the rotation
dynamics may occur before the MHD instability at !=!crit
is encountered. This process is well known in the context of
rotation locking and island growth driven by a resonant error
field.21 The dynamics of error fields, rotation locking, and
resistive wall mode growth have also been studied for the
case of the resistive wall tearing mode, in which island for-
mation at a rational surface plays a key role.22,23

A simple RWM model has been developed24 that in-
cludes ideal-MHD physics as well as rotation dynamics in
the presence of an externally applied magnetic perturbation.
It is a cylindrical model in which the resonant surface lies
just outside the plasma, so no islands are formed. The RWM
arises from a current-driven kink mode, and the dissipation
required for rotational stabilization occurs in a thin inertial
layer at the plasma edge. Therefore this model is not ex-
pected to provide realistic, quantitative predictions for
DIII-D experiments, but it may capture the qualitative behav-
ior. Although the model contains the full time-dependent dy-

namics of the RWM amplitude and plasma rotation, for sim-
plicity we consider here only the stationary state in which all
time derivatives are set to zero. This version of the model
describes the torque balance equilibrium when the plasma is
rotating at a constant rate and the RWM is stabilized by
rotation.

The model yields an equation for the steady-state rota-
tion frequency ! in terms of the perturbed flux "c from the
external coils or error field:

#*!!0 − !" − #*#1 − md

1 + md
$# !2md"2!

%!2 + $!1 − md"&2 + !#*!"2$
%'"c'2 = 0.

The left-hand side of the equation is proportional to the
total torque on the plasma which equals zero in a stationary
state. The first term on the left, #*!!0−!", includes the driv-
ing torque from neutral beams or other sources, and angular
momentum transport processes other than the drag due to the
applied magnetic perturbation "c; when "c=0 these contri-
butions return the rotation to the unperturbed value !0. The
second term results from the drag due to "c. Both torque
terms depend on the dissipation #* in the inertial layer. The
RWM stability index $ runs from 0 at the no-wall limit to 1
at the ideal-wall limit, while m is the poloidal mode number
and d is a coupling coefficient related to the radius of the
wall.

This equation is evaluated with parameters representa-
tive of DIII-D plasmas.24 The left-hand side, proportional to
the net torque, is plotted in Fig. 7!a" for several values of the
applied perturbation. Torque-balance equilibrium occurs
where a curve crosses zero. With "c=0, a stable torque-
balance equilibrium exists at the unperturbed rotation !
=!0. At small but nonzero "c, the drag shifts the equilib-
rium point to smaller !. As "c increases, the torque curve
becomes nonmonotonic and crosses zero in three places.
These correspond to two stable equilibrium points at high
and low rotation and an intermediate unstable equilibrium.
As "c increases further, the two equilibria at larger rotation
vanish, and the system must make a discontinuous jump to
the low-rotation state in order to restore torque balance. If
this new state has a rotation below the critical rotation !crit
for RWM stability, then the full dynamic solution would
yield not a low-rotation torque balance equilibrium, but
rather a low-rotation state with an unstable, growing RWM.

The equilibrium rotation frequency is plotted in Fig. 7!b"
as a function of the applied perturbation "c, for several val-
ues of the initial, unperturbed rotation. Cases with a large
initial rotation undergo the bifurcation described above at
relatively large rotation. Cases with sufficiently small initial
rotation do not undergo bifurcation, but evolve smoothly
from higher to lower rotation as "c increases. We suggest
that similar behavior may occur in DIII-D experiments: in
cases with strong neutral beam torque and a large unper-
turbed rotation, where strong magnetic braking is used to
reduce the rotation, the bifurcation of the torque balance
could lead to a sudden decrease in rotation and increase in
RWM amplitude that begins when the rotation is well above
!crit. On the other hand, cases with small neutral beam

FIG. 6. !Color online" Time evolution of a discharge with strong magnetic
braking. !a" Resonant error field; !b" toroidal rotation at &(0.6; and !c"
amplitude 'Br of the n=1 plasma response.

056101-5 Resistive wall mode stabilization by slow plasma… Phys. Plasmas 14, 056101 !2007"
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where X is the toroidal rotation frequency of the plasma, and
the brackets denote flux surface averaged quantities.
Momentum source terms on the left represent estimates
made by the TRANSP code for collisional torque due to the
injection of high energy neutral particles, J ! B forces asso-
ciated with the injected current, torque generated by the ther-
malization of injected beam ions, and that due to the
ionization of circulating neutrals. Momentum flux terms are
on the right hand side, where the constant sCX represents mo-
mentum loss due to charge exchange. A similar term
accounting for field ripple effects, s/d, is often included else-
where but neglected in the present analysis. The viscous dif-
fusion of momentum is encapsulated by the term at right.
The TRANSP model does not include electromagnetic tor-
ques generated by the coupling of tearing modes. Therefore,
assuming quasi-neutrality and constraining this equation

with experimentally measured values of toroidal rotation,
Zeff, ion temperature, and electron density, the free parame-
ter v/, nominally the momentum diffusivity, are fit so as to
balance the equality. Comparison of the momentum diffu-
sion coefficient fit during phases of MHD activity to that
obtained in earlier phases of each discharge provides an esti-
mate of the impact of MHD coupling on momentum trans-
port and torque balance. It can also be used to estimate an
equivalent torque due to mode coupling.

Figure 9 compares the carbon impurity rotation profile
measured after phase-locking or bifurcation with an expecta-
tion produced using the TRANSP code, revealing a discrep-
ancy inside the 2/1 surface that increases as q95 is reduced.
To produce this expectation, the measured toroidal rotation
provides a boundary condition at q ¼ 0:8, source torques are
estimated with contributions calculated by NUBEAM,38 and
viscous transport is estimated by taking the momentum dif-
fusivity, v/, to be equal to the ion thermal conductivity, vi,
which is obtained by solving power balance. This ad hoc
approximation, equivalent to assuming a uniform effective
Prandtl number (Pr # v/=vi) inside q ¼ 0:8, is motivated by

FIG. 4. (a) The magnetic fluctuation spectrum obtained by the toroi-
dal Mirnov coil array in shot 147029. Colors differentiate n¼ 1
(red), n¼ 2 (yellow), n¼ 3 (green), and n¼ 4 (blue) mode activity.
(b) Toroidal angular phase velocity (frequency divided by toroidal
mode number) of the Mirnov fluctuation spectrum is plotted for the
time spanning onset and phase-locking of the 3/2 and 2/1 NTMs.
(c) Toroidal rotation profiles (CER) obtained at 2100 ms (after 3/2
onset, green), 2500 ms (after 2/1 onset, blue), and 2800 ms (after
phase-locking, red). The profiles at 2500 and 2800 ms indicate rigid-
body toroidal rotation of the 4/3þ 3/2 and 3/2þ 2/1 surfaces,
respectively.

FIG. 5. 2D power spectral density estimates obtained by ECE-Imaging near
q¼ 0.4, a region between the 3/2 and 2/1 rational surfaces. (a) Mode fre-
quency and poloidal wavenumber of the 3/2 and 2/1 modes approximately
100 ms before phase-locking. Poloidal phase velocity is fit with dashed lines.
(b) After phase-locking, the 3/2 mode becomes indistinguishable from the 4/
2 harmonic fluctuation. Differential poloidal phase velocity is reduced below
the level of confidence for this method—the value fitted to both modes is
shown.

056107-5 Tobias et al. Phys. Plasmas 23, 056107 (2016)
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Toroidal Rotation Influences High-Z Impurity Transport via 
Centrifugal Force
• Centrifugal force important when rotation is comparable to thermal speed 
– Vth~1/m1/2, easier to satisfy with high-Z impurities 

• High-Z transport important because of potential for debilitating radiated power from 
the core 

• Higher rotation yields asymmetry 
that enhances neoclassical  
pinch of impurities at lower 
collisionality1 

• Low toroidal rotation can  
create more favorable high-Z 
impurity distribution1

9
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Figure 14. Contour lines of W density on the poloidal cross-section at 5.9 s (a),(c),(e) and 7.5 s (b),(d),(f ), as obtained from the SXR 2D W
density diagnostic (a),(b), by the JETTO/SANCO analysis post-processed with UTC and SXRPY, and as predicted by the combined
calculations of GKW and NEO (e),(f ).

of the comparison in figures 14 and 15. We also observe
that a small up–down asymmetry of the SXR emission is
present in the tomographic inversion. This might suggest
that this small up–down asymmetry is produced by ion-
impurity friction [57, 75], which has not been taken into
account in the present modelling. The ion-impurity friction
parameter g (as defined in equation (24) of [57]) is smaller

than 0.05 for r/a ! 0.70 (and smaller than 0.03 in the
region of maximum brightness of the SXR emission, r/a ≃
0.6), and increases rapidly only outside, exceeding unity at
r/a = 0.83. Whether this level of friction is consistent with
the observed small up–down asymmetry will be considered
in a separate study, where up–down asymmetries will be
analysed in a more systematic way in order to examine SXR

15
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Momentum Transport Is the Formalism Through Which the 
Complexity of Rotation Is Interpreted
• Rotation does not have a conservation law, momentum does, rotation is a 

consequence of momentum balance 
• For toroidal rotation: 

– Looks simple enough, but momentum flux is complex, sources are not well known 

• Poloidal rotation has similar complexities plus poloidal damping
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Grierson, Phys. Plasmas 19, 056107 (2012)

The Measurement of Toroidal Rotation Is Not Trivial

• Mach probes cannot survive high pressure regions 
• Measurement of impurity toroidal rotation is routine 
– Typically user charge exchange (CER on DIII-D) 
–Charge exchange requires correction due to energy 

dependent cross section for charge exchange process

11

Recent improvements in the diagnostic capability of the
CER system4–6 on the DIII-D tokamak7 have been made,
including the upgrade of detectors and the installation of new
vertical views near the magnetic axis. Together with more
complete analysis techniques to account for the systematic
errors introduced by the energy-dependent cross section, it is
now feasible to obtain sufficiently accurate rotation measure-
ments to test the neoclassical theory of poloidal rotation.

Because the rotation analysis is so complicated, it is nec-
essary to make significant cross checks to be sure of the
validity. Methods that have been used to verify the measure-
ments include utilization of radial chord measurements
!which is sensitive only to cross-section effects" and com-
parisons of tangential chords from different views !exploit-
ing the geometrical dependence of the cross-section correc-
tion". The various techniques used to verify the measurement
and analysis are presented in Sec. III.

Comparisons made in quiescent H mode !QH mode"8

and edge localized mode !ELM"-suppressed H modes9 show
significant discrepancy between the inferred poloidal rotation
and the neoclassical prediction from the NCLASS code,10 both
in magnitude and direction. Further, use of the neoclassically
predicted poloidal rotation leads to inconsistencies when the
radial electric field is determined using measurements from
two different impurities. These results are presented in Secs.
IV and V.

II. ATOMIC PHYSICS CORRECTIONS TO ROTATION
MEASUREMENTS FROM CHARGE EXCHANGE
MEASUREMENTS

Plasma rotation is obtained from CER spectroscopy by
measuring the Doppler shift of the spectrum of light coming
from an excited ion that has undergone charge exchange with
a beam neutral,

D0!nD" + Az+ → D+ + A!z−1"+!n"*, !1"

where Az+ is the recipient ion, z is the charge of the ion
before charge exchange, n is the excited state of the ion after
charge exchange, and nD is the energy state of the beam
neutral. In hydrogenic plasmas, charge exchange measure-
ments of the main ion species are problematic, due to lack of
spatial localization. The main ions are neutralized after
charge exchange and may subsequently travel in any direc-
tion, since they are no longer bound by the magnetic field. As
a result, Az+ is usually an impurity ion such as carbon.

Various atomic physics effects complicate the determina-
tion of rotation using this technique. The emission intensity
is proportional to various quantities,

I ! nbnI"
CX#V − Vb# , !2"

where nb is the neutral density, nI is the impurity ion density,
"CX is the charge exchange cross section, and #V−Vb# is the
relative interaction speed of the impurity ion with the neutral
particle. The fundamental problem results from the energy
dependence of the charge exchange cross section, "CX

="CX!#V−Vb#".2 In particular, due to the finite ion tempera-
ture, some ions will experience a larger cross section than
others. Experimentally, one side of the measured spectrum is

enhanced, while the other is diminished. This appears
equivalent to the Doppler shift in the line position due to
rotation, thus giving rise to an apparent rotation. The magni-
tude of this false rotation scales strongly with ion tempera-
ture. The resulting corrections can be substantial; depending
on specific plasma conditions, the necessary corrections to
both toroidal and poloidal measurements can be larger than
the actual rotation.

Originally, it was believed that there would be no effect
due to the energy-dependent cross section on views perpen-
dicular to the neutral beam. However, owing to the finite
lifetime # of the excited level n charge exchange state,
coupled with the gyromotion of the ions, the correction
caused by the energy-dependent cross section can precess
into the vertical viewing direction, and hence affect poloidal
rotation measurements.3 In DIII-D, where the neoclassically
predicted poloidal rotation is generally less than 1–2 km/s,
it is important to accurately handle the atomic physics cor-
rections for the vertical views if one is to attempt a signifi-
cant comparison with theory.

The details of the cross section can have significant im-
pact on the inferred rotation speeds. Figure 1 shows the
charge exchange cross section, interpolated for relevant
plasma conditions !Ti=15 keV, ni=1019 m−3, Zeff=2" from
the Atomic Data and Analysis Structure !ADAS" database
for the C VI !n=8→7" transition. In Fig. 1!a", the simple
capture cross section for deuterium in the ground state !nD
=1" is shown. As the cross section with deuterium in the
excited nD=2 state $ Fig. 1!b"% is two orders of magnitude

FIG. 1. !Color online" Charge exchange cross section for the C VI !n=8
→7" transition at $=529.05 nm with deuterium neutral in !a" ground state
!nD=1" and !b" excited !nD=2" state. !c" Effective cross section using cal-
culated excited population !&0.3% ", with the !nD=1" only cross section
overplotted in red for comparison.

056116-2 Solomon et al. Phys. Plasmas 13, 056116 !2006"
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C VI (n=8-7)

electron-cyclotron emission. The ion temperature TC
i , toroidal

rotation VC
u , and impurity density nC are calculated from car-

bon CER. Thermal deuterium is assumed to have the same
temperature as the measured carbon ions such that TD

i ! TC
i .

The thermal deuterium density is computed by quasi-
neutrality where ZDnD ¼ ne # ðZCnC þ ZDnfastÞ, and here the
fast ions contribute only charge density and are removed from
consideration. In these codes, no treatment is given of the
effects of the presence of fast ion pressure, transport, or colli-
sional friction with the bulk ions or impurities.

It is noteworthy that additional physics such as turbulence,
neoclassical toroidal viscosity (NTV), detailed flow damping
through charge-exchange, and MHD instabilities are not con-
sidered in the neoclassical collisional theory. Effects of turbu-
lent transport on ion thermal conductivity and momentum
diffusivity dominate over neoclassical effects in many experi-
mental investigations and gyro-kinetic treatments of turbulence
effects on poloidal flow are being investigated.53,54

VI. INTRINSIC ROTATION OF BULK IONS IN
ECH H-MODE

Intrinsic rotation is defined as the nonzero plasma toroi-
dal rotation in absence of known direct momentum input.
Databases of intrinsic rotation scaling have been compiled
by Rice et al.8 and show the general trend of a positive incre-
mental rotation change from low to enhanced confinement as
a function of the plasma stored energy normalized by plasma
current. Intrinsic rotation studies are typically carried out
using impurity toroidal rotation measurements from CER or
crystal x-ray spectrometers.55 In select cases, helium main-
ion plasmas have been used to investigate the toroidal rota-
tion of the bulk species.7,45 Kim et al.45 examined the toroi-
dal rotation of helium ion at the plasma separatrix and
exposed a strong co-Ip rotation layer of the bulk ions near
the plasma boundary. This observation has been seen in
deuterium plasmas as well, namely Fig. 6(d) in the present
article and Mach probe measurements on DIII-D,41–43 and
may be explained by thermal ion orbit loss near the separa-
trix.56 In the core region, however, measurements of helium
and carbon rotation have displayed disagreement with the
neoclassical ordering of VHe

u > VC
u . In Ref. 7, repeat dis-

charges were used to first measure the carbon intrinsic toroi-
dal rotation profile, and subsequently the helium intrinsic
toroidal rotation profile. Helium main-ion plasmas displayed
toroidal rotation in the ctr-Ip direction over much of the core
and the helium toroidal rotation was more ctr-Ip than carbon,
in disagreement with the neoclassical prediction.

In the present study, utilizing the new main-ion CER
system, simultaneous measurements of the carbon and deute-
rium toroidal rotation are made across the core profile.
A sequence of discharges were executed to examine the
L-mode and H-mode intrinsic rotation characteristics of deu-
terium bulk ions, and the carbon intrinsic impurity. ECH was
applied to LSN discharges in standard Ip and BT configura-
tions (favorable rB) to enable H-mode access with approxi-
mately 0.9 MW of ECH heating. The plasma current was
Ip ' 0:93 MA and the toroidal field BT ' #1:6 T. The CER
measurements require short “blips” of balanced neutral beam

injection (NBI) from both co-Ip and ctr-Ip directed beams.
During the short duration of the NBI, the injected fast ions
are collisionless and do not impart a slowing-down colli-
sional torque on the plasma. The use of balanced NBI is
required to make the complementary CER measurements
from the co-Ip and ctr-Ip beams, as well as null the “prompt
torque” delivered by fast radial current injection.57

Displayed in Fig. 8 is the evolution of the rotation pro-
file at four times in a discharge with corresponding tempera-
ture profiles in Fig. 9. Figure 8(a) displays the L-mode
rotation profile of carbon and deuterium at 1100 ms into the
discharge, 100 ms after the current flat-top. At 1100 ms, the
line averaged density is ne ' 2:2( 1019 m#3 and central
Te ' Ti ' 1:0 keV. Also displayed in Fig. 8(a) is the neo-
classically predicted toroidal rotation of deuterium from the

FIG. 8. Evolution of intrinsic rotation profiles of carbon and deuterium, as
well as neoclassically predicted deuterium rotation (broken line). (a) L-
mode rotation profile prior to application of ECH. (b) and (d) Evolution of
intrinsic rotation in ECH H-mode prior to first ELM. Dashed vertical line
indicates radius of separatrix on outboard midplane.

FIG. 9. Evolution of ion temperature profiles of carbon and deuterium asso-
ciated with Fig. 8. (a) L-mode temperature profile prior to application of
ECH. (b)-(d) Evolution of ion temperature in ECH H-mode prior to first
ELM. Dashed vertical line indicates radius of separatrix on outboard
midplane.

056107-8 Grierson et al. Phys. Plasmas 19, 056107 (2012)
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• Momentum studies requires knowing the rotation of  
the bulk of the plasma => needs more difficult to  
measure main-ion rotation 
– Assuming standard beam/plasma composition 
–Main-ion poloidal rotation rare, essentially impossible for 

standard beam/plasma composition

Solomon, Phys. Plasmas 13, 056116 (2006)
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Measurement of Poloidal Rotation Is Difficult and Requires Subtle 
Distinctions
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• Poloidal rotation for impurities is very different from  
main-ion poloidal rotation 
– This is somewhat moot, goal is usually to get Er, only need  

complete set of measurements from one species 
• Energy dependent charge exchange cross section is  

difficult to correct due to finite lifetime effect1 

– Assuming standaard beam orientation 
• New measurement techniques have increased  

accuracy2-4 
• ExB flow is in the perpendicular direction but is not itself  

the poloidal flow, can be seen in turbulence advection,  
not turbulence phase velocity 
– Velocimetry with beam emission spectroscopy or gas puff 

imaging non-trivial, doppler shift from doppler backscattering 
usually assumes small phase velocity
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Outline

• Introduction to plasma rotation for tokamaks devices 

• Critical rotation understanding needed for burning 
plasmas 

• Recent work at DIII-D on predicting ITER rotation

13
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Interaction Between Rotation and Rotation Drive Key to 
Understanding H-mode Transition
• Mechanism of H-mode transition needs to be understood to  

have predictive capability 
– H-mode is known to be locked in by steep pressure gradient and Er 

well, transition itself still a subject of investigation 
• Turbulence generated zonal flows reducing turbulence until  

pressure gradient can lock in is a very promising model1 
– Some results at without any phase shift are very intriguing 

• What will the H-mode power threshold  
be for ITER? In ITER with a helium 
plasma? 

• Interaction of flow and turbulence  
at critical point must be 
understood for success and 
survivability of a burning plasma

14
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momentum may not necessarily be conserved even on closed 
magnetic-flux surfaces due to ion orbits connecting closed and 
open field-line regions, and ZFs may not exhibit effective can-
cellation of E  ×  B and diamagnetic flows.

Flow acceleration via the perpendicular Reynolds stress 
was proposed in 1990 as a mechanism for the generation of 
poloidal mean ion flow [19]. The change in poloidal velocity 
in the presence of a radial Reynolds stress gradient is described 
by equation (1):

µ+
∂
∂
= − ∂

∂
−θ

θ θ! !q
v
t r

v v f v1 2 .2
r( ) ( ) ( ) (1)

Here, θv  denotes the mean poloidal ion flow, θ! !v vr  is the 
perpendicular Reynolds stress, and µ is the poloidal flow-
damping rate. The flow-damping term can be expressed as 
the flow-relaxation rate towards the neoclassical poloidal flow 

( ) ( )µ ν ε= −θ θ θ θf v q v v/2 2 neo , where νθ is the collisionality-
dependent poloidal flow-damping rate, =− ∂ ∂θv K r T ZeBNeo

1 i/ ( / ) is 
the neoclassical poloidal ion velocity with the collisionality-
dependent constant K1 [86, 87], and ε is the inverse aspect 
ratio. In the plateau regime, for example, /ν ν ε=θ b

1 2, where 
/ν = v qRb i

th  is the ion-transit frequency. Poloidal flow inertia 
due to toroidal coupling has been taken into account here in the 
(left-hand side) acceleration term.

Finite Reynolds stress associated with flow generation 
requires that turbulent structures/eddies are elliptical in shape, 
and tilted in the poloidal direction. The direction of flow gen-
eration may largely depend on the geometry of the pre-existing 
L-mode shear flow (or seed shear flow). Seed shear flow can be 
associated with the diamagnetic flow due to the L-mode-edge 
pressure gradient and may reflect the neoclassical or intrinsic 
main ion flow. The eddy tilt direction will likely depend on the 
eddy location with respect to the radial profile of the seed shear 
flow. Taking advantage of advanced 2D GPI imaging capabili-
ties, the topology, orientation and movement of blobs in the 
inside and outside the LCFS has been systematically studied in 
NSTX and Alcator C-Mod OH plasmas [88, 89]. A finite average 
Reynolds stress was found just inside and outside the LCFS in the 
NSTX data, with large standard deviations potentially consistent 
with oscillating zonal flows. Figure 10 shows a comparison of 
the poloidal flow velocity vy and the Reynolds force accelera-
tion /= −∂ ∂θ! !a v v ry r  extracted from the GPI data taken in low-
collisionality NSTX ohmically heated discharges (left panels). 
This data is compared with simulation results from the SOLT 
code: a 2D fluid code simulating the plasma edge within the 
LCFS and in the SOL, taking into account SOL sheath boundary 
conditions via appropriate closure relations (right panels). Both 
experimental and simulation data show acceleration in the nega-
tive (electron diamagnetic) direction and, concomitantly, a neg-
ative excursion in the flow velocity. As discussed in [88], the 
acceleration is more localized within the LCFS in the simulation 
and reverses sign in the SOL, in contrast to the experimental 
data showing a radially extended region of negative accelera-
tion reaching into the SOL. The measured velocities (~1 km 
s−1) and flow acceleration are naturally substantially smaller 
in the OH phase than across the L–H transition, as discussed 
in the following; however these measurements and simulations 

Figure 9. Time evolution of (a) normalized density-fluctuation level 
0.5 cm inside the LCFS from DBS; (b) turbulence decorrelation rate 
and E  ×  B shearing rate at the same radius; (c) normalized density-
fluctuation level 2 cm inside the LCFS; (d) turbulence decorrelation 
rate and shearing rate 2 cm inside the LCFS; (e) plasma density 
gradient; ( f ) divertor αD  signal; (g) partial limit cycle across the 
L–H transition (DIII-D data, figure reproduced with permission 
from [50]. Copyright 2014 IAEA, Vienna).

Nucl. Fusion 57 (2017) 025003
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decreases sharply concomitantly with an increasing E  ×  B 
shearing rate ω ×E B. The likely cause for this decrease in the 
decorrelation rate is a change in eddy topology concomitantly 
with the onset of turbulence (Reynolds-stress)-induced flow.

5. Turbulence–flow energy transfer and eddy 
dynamics

Turbulence–flow interactions can occur through ions’ mean 
flow acceleration or via zonal flows (ZFs [40, 41]) driven by 
the turbulence spectrum and, in turn, act back onto the turbu-
lence spectrum via flow shearing/saturation. Turbulence–flow 
coupling is mediated via the perpendicular Reynolds stress. 
ZFs can manifest as zero-mean-frequency flows or GAMs  
[40, 41] with mesoscale radial extent (ρ < <k L1 rs

ZF
pi

/ , where 
kr

ZF is the typical ZF radial wavenumber and Lpi
 is the radial 

pres sure-gradient scale length). In either case the amplification 
of pre-existing (L-mode) shear flows via energy transfer from 
the turbulence spectrum is the crucial ingredient initiating the 
L–H transition sequence. A large body of experimental work 
has investigated turbulence–flow interaction in L–H transition 
dynamics [28–39]. Experimentally, it is often difficult to dis-
tinguish between mean flow and ZF shear flow amplification 
if only the turbulence advection velocity and the turbulence 

rms amplitude can be measured. Gyrokinetic simulations for 
the core plasma [83–85] indicate that the zonal E  ×  B flow 
is approximately balanced by diamagnetic flow (produced by 
pressure-profile corrugations), maintaining ion-momentum 
conservation (zero net poloidal flow of ions). However, 
near the separatrix and across the separatrix, poloidal ion 

Figure 7. Time evolution of key parameters across the L-mode to I-phase transition in AUG: (a) divertor shunt current; (b) expanded 
Doppler reflectometer spectrogram S( f ) (darker shades correspond to higher turbulence intensity); (c) corresponding perpendicular 
advection velocity ⊥u  and fluctuation level SD from Doppler reflectometry, and (d) estimated mean and oscillatory shearing rates and 
turbulence decorrelation rate. Figure reproduced with permission from [29]. Copyright 2011 by the American Physical Society.

Figure 8. (a) Normalized density-fluctuation level from DBS data 
( ρ⊥k ~ 0.45S ); (b) turbulence decorrelation rate ω∆ D and E  ×  B 
shearing rate ω ×E B across the L-mode-LCO transition (D-III-D data, 
figure panels reproduced with permission from [32]. Copyright 
2012 by the American Physical Society).

Nucl. Fusion 57 (2017) 025003
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Candidates for ELM-free Operation Require Particular Rotation in 
Pedestal
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Figure 10. Edge shear in C VI impurity ion rotation versus edge
shear in ωE rotation for discharges with different H-mode edge
characteristics. Shear is evaluated across the outer half of the
H-mode pedestal width, and is normalized to the local Alfvén
frequency. The grey line connects data for a single discharge
(137234 of figure 2), evolving during the NBI torque ramp-down
from a QH-mode phase to ELMing H-mode.

difference between the pedestal midpoint and the boundary.
In order to compare discharges under different conditions, the
rotation is normalized to the local Alfvén frequency, which is
the relevant MHD frequency. A boundary near

"ωE/"r

ωA

!!!!
edge

∼ 0.25 m−1

emerges between discharges that exhibit a QH-mode edge and
discharges that are ELMing or standard ELM-free H-modes.
These results suggest that the ωE rotation is a better proxy for
the fluid rotation near the plasma edge than the impurity ion
rotation, and a more relevant rotation parameter for QH-mode
access is the ωE rotation shear at the very edge of the plasma,
rather than the impurity ion edge rotation shear. However,
these experiments do not discriminate against the rotation shear
of the main ions, which was not measured.

7. Summary

In summary, recent DIII-D experiments have demonstrated
new ways in which static non-axisymmetric magnetic fields
can improve the tokamak configuration. The counter-Ip

torque driven by n = 3 NRMFs can be used to replace the
torque driven by NBI to maintain the edge rotation shear
required for ELM-stable operation in QH-mode even with
zero-net NBI torque. Furthermore, the application of the
n = 3 NRMFs increases plasma resilience to locked modes
and allows access to a region of parameter space that, with
significant beta and zero-net NBI torque and near-zero core
plasma rotation, is otherwise forbidden. Surprisingly, in this
regime the energy confinement quality increases with lower
counter-rotation.

The physics basis of this regime is strongly connected
to theory. Comparisons of the observed NRMF torque
to neoclassical theory predictions show good agreement.
Observations of a threshold edge rotation shear for QH-mode

operation, postulated by theory, persist even at very low plasma
rotation, and indicate that the important shear is in the ωE

rotation. The surprising improvement in energy confinement
observed at low rotation is consistent with the paradigm of
E × B flow shear suppression of turbulence. The improved
MHD stability in the presence of the NRMF supports the
theory of NTM inhibition by an externally applied helical
field.

By overcoming the long standing limitation of relying
on strong NBI torque for QH-mode access, these research
results have opened a path towards QH-mode utilization as
an ELM-stable high confinement regime for the self-heated
burning plasma scenario where the torque from neutral beam
injection is expected to be small or absent. The strong
theory-experiment coupling provides the necessary basis from
which extrapolations to ITER and the reactor regime can
be launched. In the near future, further theoretical work
should try to improve the connection formulae between various
collisionality regimes, and further experiments will be aimed
at reproducing the results described in this paper in different
tokamak devices, as well as at more ITER-relevant values of
the edge safety factor (q95 ∼ 3), and extending the zero NBI
torque constraint to the entire plasma evolution.
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Appendix. The ITER equivalent NBI torque in
DIII-D

In this appendix we show the result of one possible criterion of
equivalence between the NBI torque in ITER and DIII-D. In
this criterion, the NBI torque in DIII-D, TNB,1, is equivalent to
the NBI torque in ITER, TNB,2, when the NBI-driven rotations
in the two tokamaks are the same:

ωNB,1 = ωNB,2. (A1)

Using a 0D model of torque balance:

TNB = LNB

τL

, (A2)

the NBI-driven rotation is

ωNB = LNB

I
= TNBτL

I
, (A3)

where L is the total toroidal NBI-driven angular momentum,
I is the toroidal moment of inertia and τL is the angular
momentum confinement time. Therefore, according to
the equivalence definition in (A1), the DIII-D NBI torque
equivalent to the ITER NBI torque is

T e
NB,1 = TNB,2

I1

I2

τL,2

τL,1
. (A4)
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• Avoiding ELMs with H-mode confinement is, essentially, necessary for ITER’s success 
– There are several schemes for accomplishing this 

• RMP ELM suppression is lost when neutral beam torque is  
reduced, results consistent with Er=0 moving, preventing 
island creation2 

• QH-mode requires significant ExB shear in the pedestal to  
be created (can exist with near zero torque)1,2 

• Will rotation in pedestal  
satisfy unique conditions  
for these operating  
modes?
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Rotation Shield Plasma from Error Fields and Decreases 
Susceptibility to MHD
• Rotation profiles can set MHD stability or determine discharge viability in the event 

of MHD being destabilized by another cause (e.g. NTM) 
• RWM known to be a potential problem at low rotation, low rotation not a sufficient 

condition, requires detailed study of delta-W that depends on the rotation itself 
• Higher rotation increases n=2 overlap field needed to generate tearing mode1

16

To theoretically test the effect of rotation on stability, the
experimental rotation profile, !exp

! , is then varied self-

similarly by a factor of 0 to 4. The results are shown in
the diagram, with representative values of !!=!

exp
!

labeled by markers (not all points are labeled). For very
low rotation, the plasma is predicted to be unstable. This is
consistent with the traditional view of a critical rotation
value, below which the plasma is RWM unstable. For
!!=!

exp
! from 0 to 0.6 stability increases as the real and

imaginary trapped ion components increase. This is due to
the resonance with h!Di, which is a fraction of !E

[Fig. 2(a)]. Near the experimental rotation value !E is
between resonances, so there are local minima in
Reð"WKÞ and Imð"WKÞ, leading to the turn in Fig. 5
back towards instability. Similar local minimum behavior
was seen in calculations of "WK vs !! with the MISHKA

code for JET [13]. Finally, for!!=!
exp
! > 1, the resonance

with !b becomes important and Imð"WKÞ goes towards
zero while Reð"WKÞ approaches a large constant value,
continuing the trend in Fig. 5(a) out to a very stable point.

Figures 5(b) and 5(c) are stability diagrams for the other
two equilibria from Fig. 1. In each case the kinetic stabi-
lizing effects are reduced when !E is off resonance, but in
the case of Fig. 5(b), the stability reduction is not enough to
quantitatively reach marginal stability. Such cases may
indicate an unknown shortcoming or sensitivity of the
code. One of the largest sensitivities is the width of the
Alfvén layers, !q. A change of !q by #0:05 results,
roughly, in a change of #$w by #0:1.

In addition to the effect of rotation, it is interesting to
look at the effect of collisionality on stability in the kinetic
model. In simple models, collisions increase stability be-
cause they increase the dissipation of the mode energy [6].
A realistic test of the effect of collisionality in the kinetic
model is to change %eff in the calculation by multipling
density by a constant while dividing temperature by the
same constant. This keeps& constant while changing all of
the plasma frequencies in Eq. (2). Figure 6 shows contours
of #$w on a plot of collisionality scaled in this manner vs
scaled rotation. The actual experimental condition, at lo-
cation (1,1), is marked.

At low rotation this diagram appears to show a classic
critical rotation value below which the plasma is unstable.
A scalar ð!!=!AÞq¼2 is included on the plot’s upper axis
for comparison purposes; the value of %1% is roughly
consistent with previously quoted critical rotation values
[4]. However, there is also a band of marginal stability
at intermediate rotation (which occurs when the loop in
Fig. 5(a) comes close to the unstable regime) where the
plasma actually goes unstable in the experiment (at
ð!!=!AÞq¼2 % 4% for NSTX [4]). This behavior results

when the !E is roughly in between h!Di and !b reso-
nances in the outer surfaces where kinetic stabilization
mainly occurs [compare Figs. 2(a), 5(a), and 6]. Note
that changing %=%exp over 2 orders of magnitude has less
impact than changing !!=!

exp
! from 0 to 2, but does shift

the rotation level that is marginally stable.
Future analysis with the MISK code for NSTX will

include the expected stabilizing effects of energetic par-
ticles. A strong energetic particle component of kinetic
stabilization could help explain previous discrepancies
between kinetic theory and experiment in DIII-D [8], and
possibly the recently observed energetic particle mode
triggered RWMs as well [14].
Supported by the U. S. Department of Energy under

Contract No. DE-FG02-99ER54524, No. DE-AC02-
09CH11466, and No. DE-FG02-93ER54215.
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3D Fields Influence Rotation by Creating Non-ambipolar Transport

• Field ripple has been shown to reduce rotation1, but high n test blanket module 
work saw a small effect after n=1 compensation2 

• Non-dominant error fields (n=2) clearly reduce rotation3,4 
• 3D field effects described by NTV theory, non-ambipolar 

transport brings plasma to an offset rotation 
• Can NTV be used to create desirable rotation profiles?

17
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model is valid. Recent work in plasmas similar to those con-
sidered here measured the magnetic response as the poloidal 
structure of the n   =   2 field was varied, though instead of 
varying in- and ex-vessel fields the relative phase of the two 
in-vessel coil rows was scanned [11]. Unexpectedly, this 
demonstrated that significant magnetic responses are present 
even when the LFS sensors are nulled, and furthermore that 
currents needed to null the LFS response were not equiva-
lent to minimum n   =   0 effect. In this study, the waveforms of 
the direct spectral study of section 4 also allow extraction of 
the n   =   2 LFS response. This reveals that the LFS response 
magnitude is in fact larger for the ( + )I C ortho field than the 
( + )I C max field, supporting the view that the LFS response is 
not a suitable metric for determination of optimal n   =   2 cor-
rection currents. Further experimentation to directly investi-
gate the n   =   2 response structure while varying the ratio of 
in- to ex-vessel coil current is required to compare the spectra 
required to null the plasma response at various poloidal loca-
tions to those required to minimize deleterious n   =   2 effects 
before magnetics-based EFC can be reliably extended to 
n   =   2 fields at these moderate βN values.

6. Observation of NTV offset rotation  
for n = 2 fields

The use of NTV theory to understand the interaction of n   =   2 
fields with the plasma is taken as an ansatz for the majority of 
this study. In this section the dependence of the n   =   2 sensi-
tivity on toroidal rotation is presented, highlighting the experi-
mental observation of a rotation profile where the n   =   2 field 
generates no additional braking. This profile is near to the 
NTV ‘offset’ rotation [34, 35], where TNTV is calculated to go 
near zero. That no additional braking is found experimentally 
demonstrates the dominance of TNTV over resonant braking 
in these plasmas and provides another opportunity for NTV 
theory comparison. As mentioned in section 4.2 these plasmas 
are in the low collisionality ν-regime of NTV theory [30, 31], 
as were the plasmas used for the original observation of the 
n   =   3 offset rotation in reference [34].

6.1. Experimental observations

Experiments are conducted in similar plasmas to those of 
figure 1. Similar plasma startups are used with full co-current 
neutral beam injection transitioning to various flat-top neu-
tral beam torques (TNBI) at 2 s, shown in figure  9(a). TNBI 
ranging from full co-current injection to full counter-current 
injection are achieved, complete with an impulsive zero-
crossing of the toroidal rotation for the counter-injected case. 
This is normally met with the prompt generation of a locked 
n   =   1 mode, though here this is avoided by accurate n   =   1 
and n   =   2 intrinsic EF correction, a small reduction in input 
power reducing βN and residual EF sensitivity, and application 
of early electron heating to delay the onset of the sawtooth 
instability until after the zero-crossing. Discharges are similar 
in βN, though ⟨ ⟩ne  ranges from 3–4  ×  1019 m3 due to the vari-
able electron heating.

An applied n   =   2 even parity in-vessel coil field (spectrum 
shown in figure  1(b)) is ramped at 1.6 kA s−1 from 3–5 s, 
shown in figure  9(c). Rotation braking (reduction in Lϕ) is 
found to varying degrees for all positive TNBI cases, shown 
in figure  10(a). The degree of braking is found to decrease 
as TNBI and Lϕ are reduced. For the negative TNBI (counter-
rotating) case, the discharge is remarkably not degraded by the 
n   =   2 field in any channel, as shown in figure 10(b). Unlike 
all other discharges of this dataset that experienced significant 
braking and density pumpout by the in-vessel n   =   2 field, 
this discharge is completely insensitive to the field. While the 
absence of rotation braking is expected by TNTV theory due to 
the offset rotation effect, the absence of density pumpout is an 
unexpected observation which will require explanation as the 
understanding of this phenomenon matures.

6.2. Comparison to NTV modeling

The observation of the preceding section is now modeled using 
the PENT code. Experimental carbon toroidal rotation pro-
files from the discharges of figure 9 are shown in figure 11(a), 
along with the calculated NTV offset rotation profile, which is 
approximated as  −2∂Ti/∂Ψ [21]. Slightly different offset rota-
tions are calculated due to differences in ⟨ ⟩ne  and thus Ti at 
constant βN. The counter-rotating discharge is found to be near 
to, but modestly slower than the offset rotation. For PENT 
modeling, the carbon rotation is converted to E  ×   B rotation  
[ f E×B   =   Er/(2πRBp)], the profiles are smoothly interpolated, 
and TNTV calculated for each. Modeling is repeated using 
equilibrium reconstructions of co- and counter-rotating dis-
charges, and the difference taken as calculation uncertainty. As 
can be seen in figure 11(c), PENT reproduces a zero-crossing 

Figure 9. Time-domain representation of discharges to measure 
rotation braking at various rotation levels. Plotted is (a) neutral 
beam torque (TNBI), (b) total angular momentum (Lϕ) and (c) 
normalized pressure (βN) as a large n   =   2 applied I-coil field is 
linearly ramped from 3–5 s.
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suggests that the edge localized NTV torque induced by the
intrinsic error fields and toroidal field ripple may explain why
the toroidal rotation pedestal is not commonly observed or
much weaker than the temperature and density pedestals in
cocurrent rotating H-mode plasmas in most tokamaks, while
it is clearly observed in KSTAR.

Finally, it is expected that the neoclassical toroidal rota-
tion damping is reduced significantly in a fast countercurrent
rotating H-mode plasma, which exhibits a large (negative) Er

in the whole plasma region. For this case, we conjecture that
the pedestal structure of the toroidal rotation can be clearly
observed in other tokamaks as well.6,40
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Predictive Capability for Poloidal Rotation Needs to Be Developed

• Past experiments with poloidal rotation have shown a mixed set of results when 
comparing to neoclassical theory1 
– Alternative, comprehensive calculations needed for testing 

• Typically assumed that damping makes rotation neoclassical, evidence suggests 
low collisionality/large drive (turbulence, NBI, etc.) can  
make this assumption false 

• Poloidal rotation driven 
by residual stress could 
easily change Er in ITER 
– 1 km/s Vpol, (a reasonable  

error bar) is a 10%  
contribution to Er when 
Vtor is 100 km/s (ω is  
16 krad/s)
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changes in the ion temperature, which prompts changes to
the cross-section corrections. This highlights one of the po-
tential pitfalls in trying to use the uncorrected apparent ve-
locity to draw conclusions about the poloidal rotation. The
results in Figs. 6 and 7 demonstrate that it is quite important
to include the cross section and gyro-orbit corrections in the
poloidal rotation analysis in order to make proper theory-
experiment comparisons. Lack of these corrections in the
work by Stacey et al.17 renders the comparisons presented
there moot. This is particularly the case for the poloidal ro-
tation comparisons which require corrections of order unity,
but is also true !to a lesser extent" for the toroidal rotation
comparisons, which still typically require corrections of ap-
proximately 25%.

IV. COMPARISON OF MEASURED ROTATION
PROFILES WITH NEOCLASSICAL PREDICTIONS

The pioneering work of Hirshman and Sigmar23 devel-
oped the kinetic closure required to determine the neoclassi-
cal theory of poloidal rotation and radial transport in a
plasma with multiple ion species. Because the poloidal rota-
tion of each ion species depends on collisionality regime as
well as the interaction with all other species that have sig-
nificant charge density !i.e., Z2nZ /ne#1", the net poloidal
rotation of each ion species in typical tokamak plasma con-
ditions cannot generally be expressed in terms of simple
closed expressions. Nonetheless, some insight into the com-
plexity of the problem has been gained by examining ana-
lytic limits. Kim et al.24 used the Hirshman and Sigmar23

model to examine poloidal rotation in the plasma edge with
two ion species in simplifying limits. They showed that the
impurity poloidal rotation can be quite different from the
main ions, and can rotate in different directions. The poloidal
rotation speed is proportional to B!, so that if the toroidal
field is reversed, the poloidal rotation also reverses, but the
direction is invariant if B" changes sign. For more compre-
hensive analysis, they recognized the need for a numerical
approach. The NCLASS code10 does this, by solving the
Hirshman and Sigmar23 moment equations for plasmas with
an arbitrary number of ion species in any collisionality re-
gime, and with no limits set by restriction to trace concen-
trations. The viscosities are calculated from a model by
Shaing et al.25,26 This model expresses the velocity-
dependent viscosity as a continuous function that matches
analytic limits in all collisionality regimes and aspect ratios,
with the intermediate values checked against numerical so-
lutions of the drift kinetic equation. The model is valid for
source free equilibrium and is restricted to toroidal and po-
loidal Mach numbers less than unity, so that densities are
uniform on a flux surface. Although the toroidal Mach num-
ber sometimes exceeds unity for impurities near the axis of
the DIII-D plasmas we examine, they are lower over the
intermediate part of the plasma.

The most detailed comparisons of poloidal rotation be-
tween experiment and NCLASS have been made in QH mode
plasmas. Largely, this is due to hardware limitations of the
detectors for some of the key near-axis vertical chords. Be-
cause of the importance of these chords for accurate poloidal

rotation determination, we currently require long, ELM-free
periods where sufficient statistics can be gathered to compen-
sate the poorer signal quality. Consequently, QH mode plas-
mas, which are characterized by long-duration quiet phases,
make ideal target plasmas for these studies.

The first case we consider is a fairly typical QH mode
plasma, with the plasma parameters ne#2#1019 m−3,
Ti!0"$15 keV, Te!0"$5 keV. We measure the carbon im-
purity poloidal rotation first by looking at the !n=8→7"
transition, emitting light at %=529.05 nm. The CER system
was set to 10 ms integration time, with neutral beam modu-
lation used to allow time slice subtraction of the background
signal. Profiles were analyzed for each time step, and the
mean profile plotted is obtained by averaging over the time
window 2900 & t !ms" & 3600, a period of time without
ELMs and where the plasma parameters were basically con-
stant. The injected beam power over this interval was
9.5 MW. The poloidal rotation profile as a function of '
!along the outboard midplane" is plotted in Fig. 8. In this
work, positive poloidal rotation corresponds to −ẑ along the
outboard midplane !i.e., in the direction of gravity", which in
these conditions is also the ion diamagnetic drift direction.
The errors plotted represent the standard deviation of the
mean of the time resolved profiles. The error bars for an
individual time slice can be constructed using a Monte Carlo
approach, in which the measured values are perturbed by
random amounts consistent with the measured error bars.
Both techniques give comparable error estimates.

The set of profiles for electron density, carbon density,
electron temperature and ion temperature are input to the
NCLASS code. As can be seen in Fig. 8, there is substantial
disagreement with the neoclassical prediction across the
whole profile. In particular, the neoclassical prediction is in
the opposite direction than what is observed, and in the outer

FIG. 8. !Color" Comparison of neoclassically predicted carbon poloidal ro-
tation profile !blue" in a QH mode plasma with measured values using two
separate measurements of the carbon rotation: the usual !n=8→7" transition
!black" and the !n=7→6" transition !red". The agreement between the two
measured profiles is within error, with both showing significant discrepancy
with the neoclassical expectation.

056116-7 Experimental test of the neoclassical theory¼ Phys. Plasmas 13, 056116 !2006"

Downloaded 31 Jul 2009 to 132.239.1.231. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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Outline

• Introduction to plasma rotation for tokamaks devices 

• Critical rotation understanding needed for burning 
plasmas 

• Recent work at DIII-D on predicting ITER rotation1,2
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[1] Chrystal, Phys. Plasmas 24, 042501 (2017) 
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Dimensionless Parameter Scans Increase Basic Understanding of 
the Complex Intrinsic Torque and Momentum Transport

20

• Dimensionless parameter scans study plasma dynamics in terms of fundamental 
plasma parameters shared by different size tokamaks1,2 
– Previously used to study energy transport, and other complex phenomena 

• Dependencies on these parameters are studied one at a time, results then “scaled 
up” to ITER 

• Normalized gryoradius (𝝆*) and collisionality  
(𝛎*) are key differences between current  
operation and ITER 
– 𝝆* for ITER cannot be matched on current machines 
– 𝛎* is rarely matched

⇢⇤ ⇠
p
T

Ba

[1] Petty, Phys. Plasmas 15, 080501(2008)  
[2] Luce, Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 50, 043001 (2008)
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Dimensionless Parameter Scans Are Used to Determine 𝝆* and 𝛎* 
Dependencies of Intrinsic Torque

• Vary one dimensionless parameter at a 
time 

• BT is varied, other parameters scaled  
with prescribed proportions 

– For 𝝆*: Ip ~ BTa, n ~ BT
4/3a-1/3, T ~ BT

2/3a1/3 

– For 𝛎*: Ip ~ BTa, n ~ a-2, T ~ BT
2a2 

• NBI torque is modulated, change in  
rotation related to intrinsic torque  
size relative to NBI torque steps
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Good Dimensionless Parameter Matches Were Obtained in 𝝆* and 𝛎* 
Scans
• Profiles of high field (low 𝝆*, low 𝛎*) are compared to scaled versions of low field 

(high 𝝆*, high 𝛎*), agreement shows only 𝝆* or 𝛎* was varied 

• 𝝆* scan was designed as  
multi-machine scan to  
help extrapolation to ITER 
– ITPA joint experiment
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Good Dimensionless Parameter Matches Were Obtained in 𝝆* and 𝛎* 
Scans
• Profiles of high field (low 𝝆*, low 𝛎*) are compared to scaled versions of low field 

(high 𝝆*, high 𝛎*), agreement shows only 𝝆* or 𝛎* was varied 

• 𝝆* scan was designed as  
multi-machine scan to  
help extrapolation to ITER 
– ITPA joint experiment 

• 𝛎* scan only performed in  
DIII-D 

• Density peaking changes 
with 𝛎*, match at outer  
radii was prioritized
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Intrinsic Torque and Momentum Confinement Time Are Found by Modeling 
Time History of Angular Momentum

• Data is fit to simple momentum conservation equation, intrinsic torque and 
momentum confinement time are separated by time response to known torque 
steps1 
– TRANSP+NUBEAM used to calculate torque steps and track angular momentum 

• Confinement time and intrinsic torque assumed  
constant in time 
– Perturbation amplitude is ~10% and intrinsic torque 

does not appear to vary with absolute rotation
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Normalized Intrinsic Torque Increases with Decreasing 𝝆* and 
Decreases with Decreasing 𝛎*

• Intrinsic torque is ~1 Nm, in agreement with previous measurements
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Normalized Intrinsic Torque Increases with Decreasing 𝝆* and 
Decreases with Decreasing 𝛎*

• Intrinsic torque is ~1 Nm, in agreement with previous measurements 
• Must work with dimensionless parameters to determine scaling, normalize intrinsic 

torque with Ti (simplest quantity with same units, discussed more later)
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Normalized Intrinsic Torque Increases with Decreasing 𝝆* and 
Decreases with Decreasing 𝛎*

• Intrinsic torque is ~1 Nm, in agreement with previous measurements 
• Must work with dimensionless parameters to determine scaling, normalize intrinsic 

torque with Ti (simplest quantity with same units, discussed more later) 
• Net scaling is unexpectedly “favorable”: increases for ITER’s lower 𝝆*, 𝛎*
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Normalized Momentum Confinement Time Increases with 
Decreasing 𝝆* and 𝛎*
• Same analysis that gave intrinsic torque also gave momentum confinement time 

• Normalization is the Bohm-time, a2B/T 
• Scaling is (as expected) “favorable”: increasing for ITER’s lower 𝝆*, 𝛎*
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Scalings Predict a 10 krad/s Boundary Condition for ITER Rotation
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• Total intrinsic torque from low shot projected to ITER (scenario 1 of [1]) 
– 𝝆* and 𝛎* in ITER are 30% of DIII-D values 
– q (3.5), β (1.4) scalings are ignored, they are similar to ITER 

• Total intrinsic torque prediction is 33 Nm 
–Coincidentally, approximately the same as ITER NBI torque 

• Similar method yields a momentum confinement time of 1.2 s 

• <𝝎>=10 krad/s (60 km/s) boundary condition calculated with ONLY edge portion of 
intrinsic torque; will be part of future ITER prediction
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Results from JET Show a Similar Trend and Support Temperature 
Normalization

• A proper normalization unites results from different size tokamaks 
• JET portion shows best match when normalizing with Ti (final analysis ongoing) 
• Total thermal energy is expected normalization for residual stress, but match is poor
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Extensive Nature of Intrinsic Torque Similar to Previous Intrinsic 
Rotation Results
• Previous results showed edge intrinsic rotation was best correlated with Ti

1 

• For self similar profiles, constant volume: 

– Self similar if, for instance, RVpinch/𝜒=-4+R/Ln in [2] 
– Ignoring special case of rotation reversals 

• This scaling is seen in recent experiments:  
In 𝝆* scan n/tᵩ~𝝆*-1.06, measured to be 𝝆*-1.49  

In 𝛎* scan n/tᵩ~ 𝛎*0.47, measured to be 𝛎*0.26 

• Note, no dependence of intrinsic rotation on 𝝆* does  
not mean intrinsic torque has no dependence 
– Soon to be analyzed experiments have investigated this
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Figure 5. Vφ versus Ti in the outer region throughout the entire shot.
The large (red) symbols are for the intrinsic velocities, the first 2 ms
of the first NBI blip. The straight line through these points is a
simple least squares (LS) linear fit. Each symbol is a different
channel, with major radial location given. (Colour online.)

vary too much. We show this in figure 7 where we plot the data
from channels 0–5 (figure 5) for all these shots in the same
graph. These data are all taken for one time in a discharge,
that of the first CER measurements. Although there is more
scatter in the correlation, it is still clear that Vφ ∼ Ti, although
it might appear that a higher power than linear in Ti could be
indicated in this particular display.

The data in figures 6 and 7 are for Vφ measurements of
C6+ in bulk deuterium discharges. We also have measurements
of a similar Vφ , Ti correlation for the bulk helium ion in ECH
H-mode discharges. This bulk ion dataset is far more limited
in scope and consequently exhibits a greater scatter.

4. Thermal ion orbit loss

4.1. Model

We consider the effect of bulk thermal ions lost from the edge to
the divertor region and the unbalanced mechanical momentum
remaining in the edge pedestal region. Collisionless loss orbits
exist only near the LCFS, for typical tokamak conditions this
is the last 1 or 2 cm. This could mean that the H-mode is
particularly effective in establishing an edge velocity space
loss cone since the pedestal profile brings high-density plasma
close to the LCFS. Our point here is to do a simple analytic
estimate that shows that the mechanical momentum lost in this
process can potentially matter for the edge boundary condition
on toroidal velocity in intrinsic rotation discharges. Scaling
of the effect and detailed quantitative prediction will require
a serious theoretical consideration, or more orbit simulation
results to ascertain the steady-state ion velocity distribution
function with codes now in use [49–53].

Figure 6. Vφ versus Ti for dataset of 51 discharges for a location
near the top of the pedestal (channel 3 in figure 5). The intrinsic
rotation conditions are shown by the solid symbols . The other small
points demonstrate greater a wide range of Vφ with the addition of
co-, counter- and near balanced NBI torque, in the direction of the
auxiliary torque. (Colour online).
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Figure 7. Vφ versus Ti for the same dataset of 51 discharges as in
figure 6, but using all the channels given in figure 5. The line is a LS
fit. (Colour online.)

Very recently Chang and Ku have used the XGC1 edge
loss simulation code to demonstrate that thermal ion orbit loss
does result in a co-Ip directed toroidal velocity just inside the
LCFS [49]. This demonstrates that the effect we consider

6

Fig. 7, deGrassie, Nucl. Fusion 49, 
085020 (2009)

⌧int ⇠ Lint/t' ⇠ nVint/t'
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Mantica, C. R. Physique 7, 634 (2006)

Studies of Energy Tranport Provide a Useful Reference for the Study 
of Momentum Transport
• Same basic conservation equation 

• Flux can be written as function of diffusion, pinch 

• Transport coefficients are complex functions of  
plasma parameters 

• Need to study both “power-balance” and  
“incremental” transport 
– PB depends on all parameters => equilibrium solution 
– INC is local response => perturbed solution
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P. Mantica, F. Ryter / C. R. Physique 7 (2006) 634–649 637

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the difference between perturbative and power balance χ in the case that the heat flux is a non-linear function
of the temperature gradient (after [12]).

2.2. Basic formulae for perturbed transport coefficients

As described in [17], considering harmonic temperature perturbations of the form T̃ = Tωeiωt , with Tω = Ae−iϕ

(A and ϕ being the amplitude and phase of the temperature perturbation), then in infinite slab geometry the slopes of
the A and ϕ profiles in a source-free region for a purely diffusive plasma are related to χpert by a simple relation:

χpert = 3/4ω

−ϕ′A′/A
(8a)

This relation expresses the fact that in plasmas with high χpert heat waves propagate quickly and with little attenuation,
whilst with low values of χpert heat waves are strongly damped and slowed down. Cylindrical geometry introduces
corrections on the amplitude term, yielding a commonly used relation, valid sufficiently far from the axis and the edge
of the plasma:

χpert = 3/4ω

−ϕ′(A′/A + 1/2r − 1/2rn)
(8b)

where r is the radial coordinate and rn = −ne/∇ne. The slopes of A and ϕ separately yield two values

χA = 3/4ω

(A′/A + 1/2r − 1/2rn)2 and χϕ = 3/4ω

ϕ′2 (9)

which can be used to quantify the behaviour of A and ϕ profiles and spot anomalies from simple diffusive behaviour,
for which χA ! χϕ , the difference being due to additional damping terms (e.g., due to collisional electron–ion cou-
pling or Ohmic source modulation following resistivity modulation) that vanish at high frequency [17]. We note that
Eqs. (8a) and (8b) yield a valid estimate of χpert also in the presence of a finite damping term, whose effect cancels
out in the product of phase and amplitude derivatives. So these relations assume only zero convection and source free
region. More general formulae for the case with convection have been derived in [17] and their application relies on
availability of multi-frequency data, since the effect of convection decreases with increasing frequency.

Depending on the localization of the source, two types of approaches are used to analyse perturbative experiments.
In the case of a localized perturbation source, when it is possible to determine the slopes of A and ϕ in a source-free
region, Eq. (8b) yields the value of χpert. The comparison with χpb provides information on the properties of the
transport mechanisms at work. Ideally, this analysis should be performed at various frequencies, allowing us also to
determine the perturbed convection velocity as described in [17]. An alternative approach, applicable to cases with
localized or non-localized modulated power, is to perform a full transport simulation of the experiment, assuming
a space- and time-dependent model for the heat diffusivity and convection. In this case either the source profile is
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Momentum Transport Can Be More Complicated and Less Intuitive 
than Transport in Other Channels

• Unlike energy transport, rotation gradient can drive ExB shear, 𝝌inc < 0 possible
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Momentum Transport Can Be More Complicated and Less Intuitive 
than Transport in Other Channels

• Unlike energy transport, rotation gradient can drive ExB shear, 𝝌inc < 0 possible
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Gyrokinetic Simulations with TGLF and TGYRO Are Used to 
Compare Momentum Flux from Theory and Experiment

35

• TRANSP+NUBEAM used to determine experimental flux 
• TGLF determines flux, significant low-k turbulence needed to get significant 

momentum flux, diamagnetic velocities are ignored (high rotation ordering) 
• TGYRO ensures energy and particle flux match to generate low-k turbulence, 

profiles results are close to the measurements 

• Additional dimensionless parameters (q, Te/Ti) found to be important
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Power Balance Momentum Flux Prediction Improves as 
Parameters Move Closer to ITER

• TGLF prediction improved significantly when lowering q
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Power Balance Momentum Flux Prediction Improves as 
Parameters Move Closer to ITER

• TGLF prediction improved significantly when lowering q 
• Prediction equally poor when raising Te/Ti
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Power Balance Momentum Flux Prediction Improves as 
Parameters Move Closer to ITER

• TGLF prediction improved significantly when lowering q 
• Prediction equally poor when raising Te/Ti 

• Prediction improves when 𝛎* is lowered
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Torque Perturbation in these Experiments Allow Further Study of 
Incremental Transport Coefficients
• Perturb momentum source with co/counter NBI, other parameters nearly constant 
– Allows temperature, density dependencies of coefficients and residual stress to be ignored 

• Fourier transform isolates plasma response at driven frequency, amplitude and 
phase solve indeterminacy, incremental transport coefficients then calculated
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Torque Perturbation in these Experiments Allow Further Study of 
Incremental Transport Coefficients
• Perturb momentum source with co/counter NBI, other parameters nearly constant 
– Allows temperature, density dependencies of coefficients and residual stress to be ignored 

• Fourier transform isolates plasma response at driven frequency, amplitude and 
phase solve indeterminacy, incremental transport coefficients then calculated 

• Power balance and incremental coefficients can differ, no guarantee a solution 
can capture incremental and average dynamics 
– Vinc not easily relatable to power balance pinch
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Measured Incremental Diffusivity Gets Smaller with Smaller q and 
𝛎* in Dimensionless Parameter Scans

• Momentum confinement is less sensitive to rotation gradient when 𝝌inc is small 
• Higher Te/Ti appears more problematic 
– Needs nonlinear gyrokinetics, beyond the scope of this work, see Wang talk in this session 

• ITER’s q and 𝛎* is a more forgiving regime to model
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Measured Incremental Diffusivity Gets Smaller with Smaller q and 
𝛎* in Dimensionless Parameter Scans

• Momentum confinement is less sensitive to rotation gradient when 𝝌inc is small 
• Higher Te/Ti appears more problematic 
– Needs nonlinear gyrokinetics, beyond the scope of this work, see Wang talk in this session 

• ITER’s q and 𝛎* is a more forgiving regime to model
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Measured Incremental Diffusivity Gets Smaller with Smaller q and 
𝛎* in Dimensionless Parameter Scans

• Momentum confinement is less sensitive to rotation gradient when 𝝌inc is small 
• Higher Te/Ti appears more problematic 
– Needs nonlinear gyrokinetics, beyond the scope of this work, see Wang talk in this session 

• ITER’s q and 𝛎* is a more forgiving regime to model
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Incremental Transport Comparisons with TGLF Improve for Lower q 
and Lower 𝛎*

• Predictive TRANSP with  
TGLF to use to model  
flux changes due to  
perturbation 

• Comparison of  
momentum flux  
amplitude and phase 
determines if TGLF 
captures incremental 
transport
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Incremental Transport Comparisons with TGLF Improve for Lower q 
and Lower 𝛎*

• Predictive TRANSP with  
TGLF to use to model  
flux changes due to  
perturbation 

• Comparison of  
momentum flux  
amplitude and phase 
determines if TGLF 
captures incremental 
transport
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Rotation Profile Predicted for ITER with Edge Intrinsic Torque 
Boundary and TGLF Transport Increases Performance
• 10 krad/s B.C., TGLF/TGYRO used  

to predict core rotation from NBI 
– Previous comparisons increase 

confidence 

• Flat density has higher rotation, 
self-consistent particle transport  
has lower rotation, higher QDT 
– This rotation yields ~35 kV/m Er, 3X 

grad-pressure term1, simulations 
used high ExB ordering
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Rotation Profile Predicted for ITER with Edge Intrinsic Torque 
Boundary and TGLF Transport Increases Performance
• 10 krad/s B.C., TGLF/TGYRO used  

to predict core rotation from NBI 
– Previous comparisons increase 

confidence 

• Flat density has higher rotation, 
self-consistent particle transport  
has lower rotation, higher QDT 
– This rotation yields ~35 kV/m Er, 3X 

grad-pressure term1, simulations 
used high ExB ordering 

• Alfvén Mach number=0.01,  
further study needed to  
determine RWM stability2,3
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Rotation Is a Complex Nonlinear Problem at the Root of 
Determining Burning Plasma Performance
• The interaction of rotation and plasma dynamics is an extremely rich subject, and 

even when focusing on just the most critical needs of burning plasma design, there 
are several important area where increased understanding is needed 
– H-mode transition physics 
–MHD stability and interaction with rotation 
– 3D field effects on rotation 

• Dimensionless parameter analysis predicts intrinsic rotation that will be significant in 
ITER, motivating further study of this area 

• Confidence in rotation predictions needed to determine possibilities of harmful 
MHD or ELM operating scenarios 

• Transport models show significant effects of ExB shear on overall ITER performance 
with significant room leftover for the influence of poloidal rotation 
– Especially in light of recent multiscale results1
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